
Ukraine
For the 27th edition, The Journal is accepting 
articles on a rolling basis about mine action 
(MA) and conventional weapons destruction 
(CWD) operations in Ukraine.

How are organizations currently operating 
and planning for future operations? How is 
the sector pivoting and adapting their work in 
response to the current conflict? In what ways 
will the situation in Ukraine shape the work of 
the sector for the foreseeable future? 

Topics of interest include survey, open-source 
research, clearance, survivor assistance, envi-
ronmental considerations, and risk education.

Accessible Technology for MA

How can the MA sector create technology that 
is more accessible for disabled persons and 
inclusive for the general population? 

Colombia

Hundreds of municipalities in Colombia are 
contaminated, and improvised landmines con-
tinue to be used by non-state armed groups 
in the country. How are organizations in 
Colombia seeking to minimize casualties and 
reduce contamination? 

From Beneficiaries to Partners 

From policy initiatives to ground operations, 
MA and physical security and stockpile 
management (PSSM) have made significant 
progress in advancing gender equality. How-
ever, the same cannot be said for diversity 
in these communities. How are MA/PSSM 
project countering bias in their operations 
and services?

Innovations in Environmental 
Considerations 

The Journal is looking for contributions 
demonstrating innovative approaches to 
counteract the environmental impact of MA 
and PSSM activities.

Mobile SAA (and SALW) 
Disposal 

Mobile demilitarization units or facilities are 
critical in reducing the threat of unwanted 
explosions or illicit diversions of stockpiles. 
The Journal seeks articles on how programs 
are destroying excess small arms ammunition 
efficiently, expediently, and safely.

Mine Action and the Triple Nexus 

Mine action is at the “nexus” of 
development, security, and peace. The 

Journal seeks articles on how MA and 
CWD is contributing to conflict de-escalation, 
post-conflict development, and peacebuilding 
in conflict-ravaged environments. 

Underwater UXO Survey and 
Remediation 

How are organizations leveraging recent 
advances in underwater survey techniques to 
shape their best practices? How do munitions 
age underwater, move with currents, and 
impact underwater fauna/flora? 
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IED Clearance: Revising 
Practices and Lessons Learned 

How are MA organizations adapting their pro-
cedures to account for improvised explosive 
devices (IEDs)? What are the specific technical 
challenges, and how is the community over-
coming them?

Improving PSSM 

How are organizations improving their PSSM 
projects? How are programs monitoring 
stockpiles to prevent their illicit diversion?
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Ukraine
For the 27th edition, The Journal is accepting 
articles on a rolling basis about mine action and 
CWD operations in Ukraine.

Topics of interest include survey, open-source 
research, clearance, survivor assistance, envi-
ronmental considerations, and risk education.

Anti-Handling Devices and 
Booby Traps

How are mine action operators relying on their 
training and active information-sharing chan-
nels to be aware of known threats so that they 
can clear landmines and IEDs safely?

Cluster Munitions

How are organizations preparing for survey 
and stockpile destruction in Ukraine? How 
is MA tailoring risk education to reach those 
most vulnerable to munitions, including chil-
dren, refugees, and pastoral communities?

Equitable Social Media and 
Marketing

Social media is a powerful tool through which 
MA organizations tell their stories—highlight-
ing their operations in specific countries, ben-
eficiaries, and money well spent. How closely 
have we evaluated the language we use, and 
have we taken an intersectional lens to the way 
in which we use images and stories of the men, 
women, and children we “assist?” 

Flooding and Mine Action: 
Yemen, Vietnam, Cambodia,   
and the Balkans

With increased flooding events occurring or 
having occurred in Yemen, Vietnam, Cambodia, 
and the Balkans, how are organizations coping 
with the potential shifting of landmines due to 
flooding caused by landslides and mudflows? 

Innovative Training Aids for 
Mine Action and Risk Education

Advances in 3D printing and augmented reality 
help EOD instructors communicate abstract 
concepts. The Journal seeks articles on how 
operators are using innovative methods and 
technology for MA and risk education training.

Interoperability in Mine Action 
and PSSM

Frequently, humanitarian demining and CWD 
programs rely on the capacity, expertise, 
knowledge, and resources of multiple entities. 
How are programs making connections, 
building relationships, growing capacity, and 
strengthening regional security? 

Machine Learning for Open- 
Source Intelligence in MA

Events in Ukraine demonstrate the value of 
open-source intelligence. How is mine action 
integrating computer vision into object de-
tection and identification tools? And how are 
organizations looking to gather and analyze 
data from public sources?

South Caucasus

Due to fighting between Armenian and 
Azerbaijani forces in the South Caucasus, the 
conflict zone of Nagorno-Karabakh is contam-
inated with mines and unexploded ordnance 
that kill and maim civilians, impede the return 
of displaced populations, and hinder econom-
ic development. What challenges are organi-
zations facing while clearing the region?

Survivor Assistance and 
Ukraine 

In times of conflict, persons with disabilities 
face multiple challenges: barriers to evacua-
tion and being left behind in dangerous situ-
ations; inaccessible shelters; and an inability 
to access humanitarian aid. How can the 
community ensure that survivor assistance is 
not overlooked by donors, the government, 
and NGOs? How can the sector ensure 
digital RE is accessible to disabled persons? 
Will survivors have access to the services 
they need and will they be included in the 
planning and mobilization of operations?

The Journal editorial staff reserves the right to reject submissions, including text copied from other sources in part or as a whole. Works that have been published 
previously and for which the author retains publishing rights may be submitted, but The Journal requires the author provide notification of this when submitting the 
article and give contact information for the original publisher so that reprint permission may be verified. Reprint submissions for which this information is not provided 
may be rejected. Please note that The Journal reserves all rights to content published herein and requires notification and written approval before content is used again 
by another source or publication.

Authors who submit articles to The Journal must do so in good faith and remain solely responsible for the content therein, including the accuracy of all 
information and correct attribution for citations and references. 
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